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Introduction

Purpose of an orienteering map
For the sport of orienteering
Map designed for ‘navigation on the run’

Mapping standards
A worldwide mapping standard for fairness of competition
Common standard for: scale, colour, symbols, level of detail
International mapping specifications:
http://orienteering.org/resources/mapping/
All orienteering maps should be drawn to the mapping standards.
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Area selection

Suitability of terrain for the purpose of the map
Easy & safe terrain for novices
Complex terrain for experienced orienteers
No major roads
Land tenure & ownership
Permissions, restrictions
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Property boundaries
Size of area to be mapped
Sufficient for the purpose
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Scale & symbols

Two symbol sets are used for orienteering maps:
(1) International Specification for Orienteering Maps 2000 (ISOM2000)
Map scale is 1:15000
1:10000 map scale may be used but is a strict enlargement of 1:15000

(2) International Specification for Sprint Orienteering Maps 2007 (ISSOM2007)
Map scale is 1:5000 or 1:4000
Symbol size remains constant
Symbol size is suitable for scales 1:5000 to 1:1000
Symbols are the same size as the enlarged 1:10000 ISOM2000.
School maps may need some additional point symbols, such as those listed below.
These additional symbols are taken from suggestions in the revision of ISOM2000. When choosing
Green and Brown point symbols consider selecting different shaped point symbols to assist colour blind
orienteers ie do not use brown and green crosses on the same map, instead use a Brown cross and a
Green triangle.

Scale & Page layout
Choose a scale that best fits the map area to the desired page size
Portrait or landscape
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Will the map be rotated to Magnetic North or aligned to the school boundary
Ensure enough space for map title, logos, legend, credits, bar scale and control descriptions

Map legibility
Applying the standard symbol size will give the best legibility for the printed map.
Undersize symbols will lead to over mapping and a cluttered map
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Basemap material

Georeferenced maps
To georeference means to associate something with locations in physical space. The term is
commonly used in the geographic information systems field to describe the process of associating a
physical map or raster image of a map with spatial locations.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georeference
Modern orienteering maps are georeferenced
Georeferenced base maps improve mapping accuracy
Enables the overlaying of different geographic data ie aerial photo, contours
Enables mapping using the assistance of hand held GPS devices
OCAD can be used to ‘georeference’ a base map

Basemap sources
Government (Commonwealth, State and Local)
Mapland in SA
Nature Map Special Browser, a free service provided by Mapland
http://www.naturemaps.sa.gov.au/maps/viewer.aspx?site=NatureMaps
Private
Aerometrex in SA (Tyson Hillyard TJ/SA works here)
http://www.aerometrex.com.au/
Used for major projects ie South Australian Easter 2015 Carnival maps
Provide high resolution aerial photographs, contours , break lines, etc..
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Metro Map Product provides latest imagery (currently at 8cm resolution and 4
times per year) over Adelaide Metropolitan supplied as geotiff format for import to
OCAD11
Also cover regional areas
Annual Licence fees apply
Nearmap
Provide high resolution aerial photos over mostly large urban areas
Provide recent aerial photos
Aerial photos not easily georeferenced for use with OCAD
Licence fees apply

Google Earth
Aerial photographs, low to medium resolution
Suitable for some schools
Can be a little out of date

Schools
Surveyed school site plan, building plan, aerial photograph

Technical
Digital aerial photography
30-50cm resolution optimal for orienteering maps
Digital photogrammetry
contours, break lines, tracks, watercourses & other geographic features
Topographic map
Contours, water, man-made features & vegetation.
Various scales ie 1:50000, 1:10000, 1:5000, 1:2500
Various contour intervals ie 10m, 5m, 2m
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Orthophotograph
Georeferenced and rectified
Map layers: aerial photograph, contours, cadastral boundaries, etc
Cadastral maps – property boundaries ie Lot number / File Plan, Section, Hundred, County
School site plan – suitable if surveyed to scale

LiDAR (Light detection and ranging)
Plots highly accurate contours even under tree canopy
Multiude of data available for analysis: vegetation height, vegetation density, hill
shading
More & more orienteering maps particularly in Europe are being made from LiDAR data,
only a few areas so far in Australia
Expensive

Digital or hardcopy
Best using digital data and import direct to OCAD
Hardcopy maps will need to be scanned, and scanned at a suitable resolution
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Setting up OCAD

Overview

Generally only one or two Background map files are open at any one time.
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Creating a Map file
Choose a map symbol set & scale
OCAD has pre-set map scales and symbol sets
ISOM maps: Select Orienteering Map 10000 or 15000
ISSOM (Sprint) maps: Select Orienteering Map 5000 ISSOM
Urban & School maps: Select Orienteering Map 5000 ISSOM

Change map scale for Urban & School maps as required (to fit A4 /A3 page)
Select Map>Change Scale>Enter New scale and untick Enlarge/reduce symbols>OK
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Setting up the Coordinate system
(1) Manual
Enter Northings & Eastings ie 284000E, 6122000N
Obtain from Nature Maps, Topographic maps, Google Earth.
Enter UTM 54South (for Adelaide)
In Australia the coordinate system is set to UTM / WGS84
Angle
No entry required at this stage ie leave at 0 degrees (Grid North); map
will be rotated later to suit school ground layout or MN.

(2) Automatic if using:
Tiff – importing a georeferenced aerial photograph as Background Map
DXF – importing georeferenced data ie contours, roads, watercourses, etc
GPX – importing data from GPS unit, smart phone ie gps tracking, waypoints
OCAD – importing a georeferenced OCAD map. NB may be aligned to Grid North
or Magnetic North
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Magnetic North and Grid North
When importing Tiff, DXF and GPX data files the OCAD map file will be automatically aligned to
Grid North.
An existing OCAD map file will normally be aligned to Magnetic North and will appear rotated when
viewed as a Background Map in a new map file if the Angle is 0.00 degrees.
Orienteering maps are oriented with Magnetic North at the top of the page. Calculations are
required to determine the angle between Grid North and Magnetic North, this angle being called the
Grid Magnetic Angle. Orienteering maps in Adelaide are generally rotated about 7 degrees for MN to be
at the top of the page.

True North is the direction to the geographic north pole.
Grid North is the direction of the vertical grid lines (Eastings) on a topographic map. The
difference between GN and TN is called Grid Convergence and varies by up to 2 degrees across
Australia.
Magnetic north is the direction to the magnetic north pole. The difference between MN and TN
is called the Magnetic Declination. The difference between MN and GN is called Grid Magnetic Angle
and varies up to 20 degrees across Australia.
As the position of the MN pole moves slightly each year, the GMA & MD will also vary over time.
In OCAD the map needs to be rotated using the current Grid Magnetic Angle so that MN is at the
top on the page.
The current angles for Grid Convergence and Magnetic Declination may be found at the
Australian Government Geoscience web pages by entering the Eastings and Northings used in OCAD.
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Example using Hawthorndene Primary School
Grid Convergence for Hawthorndene PS
http://www.ga.gov.au/geodesy/datums/redfearn_grid_to_geo.jsp

GC for HPS = -1 degree 21 minutes 33 seconds
= -1.359 degrees
Magnetic Declination for Hawthorndene PS
http://www.ga.gov.au/oracle/geomag/agrfform.jsp

Grid Magnetic Angle calculation:
GMA = Magnetic Declination + Grid Convergence
GMA = 8.123 + (-1.359)
GMA = 6.764 say 6.8 degrees
In OCAD the map will be rotated by 6.8 degrees to have MN at the top of the map
UTM Zone (Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate system)
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The World is divided into 60 longitudinal zones.
Adelaide is situated in UTM Zone 54 South.

Rotating OCAD map from Grid North to Magnetic North
Mapping can be done with either Grid North or Magnetic North at the top of the page.
If using Grid North it will be necessary to rotate the compass dial to align with MN ie rotate the
compass dial from grid north to reflect Grid Magnetic Angle.
To rotate the map in OCAD from GN to MN requires the following steps:
Map> Transform> Rotate Map> enter the rotation angle (do not rotate objects oriented to north)>OK.
The rotation angle for HPS is 6.8 degrees being the Grid Magnetic Angle.
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Hand held GPS unit setup
The US Global Positioning System uses World Geocentric System 1984 (WGS84).
In Australia the Co-ordinate system of OCAD is set to UTM / WGS84, therefore choose this for
any handheld GPS device ie Garmin.
WGS84 is similar to Geocentric Datum Australia 1994 (GDA94). Note that the predecessor
Australian Geodetic Datum lies about 200m NE of WGS/GDA.

Creating Base maps for fieldwork
Usually an aerial photograph and a contour / cadastral base map will be sufficient.
A school map may only need an aerial photograph.
Print Base map with Grid turned on (100m, 50m or 10m depending on scale) ie OCAD example
with aerial photo combined with property boundaries and contours from Naturemaps.
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Fieldwork

Equipment for urban mapping
Mapboard
Tracing paper - can buy as cut sheets (A4, A3) or as a roll
Propelling Lead Pencils - 0.03mm grey leads and at least two 0.05mm colour leads (limited
colours available at art supply shops, on-line).
Rubber
Compass, attached to the Map board
Scale ruler or custom made to field work scale using OCAD
Other: handheld GPS, smart phone (with GPS)
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Map board setup with tracing paper, base maps, compass and symbols at fieldwork scale (practical
demonstration)

Mapping scale
1:15000 usually field worked at 1:7500 or 1:5000 using ISOM symbols
1:5000 usually field worked at 1:2500 or 1:2000 using ISSOM symbols
1:1000 usually field worked at 1:1000 using ISSOM symbols with minor symbol additions or
variations to symbol size

1
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Field work is critical
It must accurately record the terrain
Pay attention to detail
Field work will be traced to the map
Do not rely on memory!
Initial survey
Firstly, walk around the area to familiarise yourself with the terrain and the mapping task.
Decide the level of detail to be mapped ie seats, taps, poles; and what symbols to use.
Confirm the map boundary, out of bounds areas.
Check or determine the direction of Magnetic North on the map with compass.
Mapping features

“A map with a few well-chosen features will give a much better map
than a map cluttered with many insignificant features”.
Eduard Imhof, a famous Swiss cartographer

Always keep the map board oriented



to Magnetic North using a compass mounted on the mapping board
to ground features around you

Continually check for correct relativity of mapped features
Absolute accuracy versus Relative accuracy. Although orienteering map features are not
mapped to their precise position in space (absolute accuracy) as would a surveyor, orienteering maps
must show the correct relative position of features to each other so that orienteers do not perceive any
inaccuracy in the map.
If using a GPS, pick one point or feature to locate your position and then map the
surrounding features to their relative position from where you stand. Then move some distance to
another feature or group of features and map there, and also check other mapped features for their
relative accuracy. As the accuracy of GPS may be +-5m, using individual GPS recordings of each feature
ie all boulders in a cluster, may lead to a loss of relative accuracy.
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High resolution aerial photographs provide an excellent base map for many schools. Field work
must be drawn carefully and accurately as this will be used for drafting the map in OCAD. Any errors at
the fieldwork stage will likely be repeated when drafting. Figure D below illustrates a poorly drafted
map ie buildings not rectangular, paths junctions incorrect, paths edges not on correct alignment, too
many dots for Stony ground, some trees misplaced , incorrect fence corners & junctions, etc.

A Aerial photo

B Field work

C Drafted OCAD map

D Poorly drawn map

Always observe the features that can be seen around you and how they line up to where you
are standing and map accordingly.
Generally draw the large features first then fit the smaller features around the larger feature.
Consider reducing the size of a large feature ie building, to make space for smaller features.
Generally draw a rock feature first and shape the contours to suit. Similarly draw a creek line
first and reshape the contours to the creek line.
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Use a system for recording area features ie vegetation
Letter / number codes, colour, cross hatching

Be aware of what the symbol size represents on the ground

Mapping interpretation of the terrain
Read & understand ISOM & ISSOM – mapping principles, definition of symbols
Generalisation principle:

1
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Selective generalisation - what to map
level of detail
simplification
Graphic generalisation - how to draw it (see later)

Mapping interpretation will vary between mappers however every endeavour should be made
to map according to the mapping specifications.

Be safety conscious (particularly for remote bush areas), consider:
Always tell someone where you will be, give them a map of the area.
Emergency communication
Mobile phone, satellite telephone, 2 way radio, EPIRB (Emergency Positioning Indicating
Radio Beakon), SPOT (transmits a GPS location and one of 4 set messages) and other devices
Know first aid & snake bite procedure, carry a first aid kit

Hand held GPS units:
accuracy can vary
generally saves time & improves accuracy
an external aerial may improve accuracy
be aware of situations when accuracy is reduced ie tree cover, next to buildings, satellites low in
the sky, cloud cover
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Drafting

Using OCAD
Visit http://www.ocad.com/ for user help and “HowTos” video clips
Using the Fieldwork
Scan the fieldwork as a JPG
Open the JPG file as a Background map in OCAD
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Georeference the JPG file to the map file
Background map>Adjust:click point on JPG/click corresponding point on Map, repeat 2
or 3 times, check that the JPG image is well positioned to the Map, repeat as necessary.

GPS tracks & waypoints
Create a separate OCAD map file for Importing tracks & waypoints
Make a copy of the Map file, delete all map objects, rename as ‘Tracking’ file – this file
will then have the same coordinates as the Map file
Import tracks & waypoints as DXF or GPX into the ‘Tracking’ file and convert to OCAD
symbols
Open the OCAD ‘Tracking’ file as a Background map in OCAD
ie do not import tracks & waypoints directly into the OCAD map file
Using Background map files for:
Tracing detail from Fieldwork
The ‘Tracking’ file can verify fieldwork, improve accuracy, be used to trace point features from
saved Waypoints, tracing of linear features ie creek lines, tracks.
Tracing from aerial photograph

Respect minimum dimensions when drafting
Shortest dashed or dotted line – minimum of 2 dashes or dots
Shortest length of a cliff (0.90mm), fence (abt 1.5mm)
Minimum gaps between lines & objects – 0.15mm – 0.25mm
Smallest area – 0.5mm2 (0.7x0.7mm) but ensure legible on printed map at final scale,
may need to be exaggerated or omitted. Recommend the minimum to be 0.9mm diameter ie area of the
large boulder symbol.
Stony ground / Broken ground – minimum of 3 dots for a distinct feature
Use the appropriate Drawing tool in OCAD for drawing:
Contours, watercourses, long cliff lines, edges
Fences, power lines, straight roads & tracks, minimum sized cliffs
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Buildings & covered areas with square corners

Drawing crossings and junctions; and using OCAD to force the position of a ‘full’ line segment along a
dashed line to avoid gaps at distinct crossings and junctions

Graphic generalisation – drawing it clearly and legibly, for ‘running navigation’
Simplification, Displacement & Exaggeration examples

Building drawn smaller to make space (walls moved in) for Path
Paths wider (to minimum width)
Covered area removed (less clutter)
Stony ground (less number of dots)
Contour line repositioned along Impassable wall to reduce clutter
North line cut
Tags on Fence flipped to other side
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Are these 3 rock areas the same? Consider simplification and relativity of features.

Cutting contours to improve legibility

Displacement to improve legibility, but maintain relativity

Using bounding lines to paths, roads, paved areas, out of bounds, covered areas and
showing steps.
(Question: Do the contours look correct?)
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Printing

Printing for fieldwork
Print Base maps with a map grid.
Print>Options>Check print grid>OK
The Eastings & Northings will be displayed at the top and left side respectively and can be used
for plotting your exact position on the map using GPS readings.
Legibility and Accuracy of FINAL MAP
Print at final scale and check map detail for legibility and correctness.
Is it suitable for the purpose of orienteering: running navigation?
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